CLASS-5
LESSON-8 THE LITTLE BULLY
 NEW WORDS1.Bruise----injury by blow to body
2. Horrid ----- terrible
3. Hoarse ------- rough and deep sounding
4. Pincer ------gripping tool
5. Stalk -------main stream
6. Nipped ------- pinched

 Answer the following questionsQues 1. Who was hari?
Ans. Hari was a small school boy who was very naughty and very strong.
Ques2. What did he used to do ?
Ans.. He used to pinch and prick everyone with a pin.
Ques3.How did he realized his mistakes?
Ans.. He realized his mistakes when the crabs and lobsters did the same
Pinching and pricking .
Ques 4. Who is the author of this story?
Ans.. Enid Blyton is the author of the story.
Ques 5. Name some actions which would make a friendly person.
Ans… 1. Respecting other people.
2.Being helpful to everyone.
3.Helpingypur classmates in school.
4.Protecting a weaker person.
Ques 6. Give the full forms1. Won’t--- will not
2. Weren’t --- were not
3. Wouldn’t---- would not
4. Couldn’t------could not
5. Isn’t ------is not
6. Wasn’t-----was not
7. Shan’t---- shall not
8. Aren’t ----- are not
9. Don’t ----- do not
10. Doesn’t ----- does not
Ques 7 . Add –‘ly’—
1. Quiet+ly= Quietly
2. Loud+ly = Loudly
3. Soft+ly= Softly
4. Strong+ly=Strongly
5. Friend+ly= Friendly
6. Beautiful+ly= Beautifully

7. Name+ly= Namely
8. Important+ly=Importantly
9. Nice+ly= Nicely
10. Sure+ly= Surely
Ques 8. Rhyming Words1. Bruise – Cruise
2. Carriage – Marriage
3. Prawn- Drawn
4. Creatures- Features
5. Teachers - Preachers
6. Fare- Mare
7. Palm- Calm
8. Frown- Crown

USE OF IS,AM,ARE

IS- singular person or thing
AM- after I
ARE- plural person or things
Ques.. Fill in the blanks using Is,Am,Are1. He is a boy.
2. I am doing my work.
3. I am going to do my work.
4. We are studying.
5. She is talking.
6. Me and my friends are going to play.
7. Rahul and Mohan are best friends.
8. He is making fun of the beggar.
9. The boys are doing their homework.
10.I am learning music.

ARTICLES(A,AN,THE)
 USESAN- Before the sound of a vowel (a,e,I,o,u) Eg. An apple, An hour
A- Before general things Eg. A book, A boy
Before consonants Eg. A European man
THE – Before specific things
Before the names of countries having more than one word.
EG.- THE U.S.A.,THE U.K.
Ques- Fill in the blanks using appropriate articles1. Find out …….. letter box to post……… letter I gave you.
2. ………..snake never bites unless disturbed.
3. I drank all ………… milk that was in ………… jug.
4. ………… best way to know………… meaning of ……….. word is to
consult ……….. dictionary.
5. Is it harmful to have………..bath directly after……..meal?
6. ………… honest man will always speak……… truth.
7. Where could you find ………… net big enough to catch ………..
Moon.
8. We have to wait for ………. Train for ……… hour and ……. Half.
9. ………… car made ……….. loud noise.

10. …………. Ganges flows at…….. back of these buildings.

USE OF ‘ING’
‘ING’ IS USED TO DESCRIBE WHAT IS HAPPENING
QUES. See the picture and describe what is happening in the picture .
Use Is/are and ……ing to make the sentences-

fly
sit

do

skip

stare

hold

1. Radha …………………. Rope.
2. Hari …………… a football.
3. Rahul ………………. The bees.
4. Meera …………………. A kite.
5. Balaji ……………….. exercise.

CREATIVE WRITING
 Suppose you went sea diving.What would you find?Think of all the
words that come to your mind ,then build a paragraph.
 Draw the picture of any animal that protect themselves with their
hard cover.WritE five lines about it.

